March 2016
Dear Parents
As we approach the end of this term, I am
delighted to greet you with the news that The
Archbishop of Canterbury has visited Swale during
Holy Week as part of his preparations for Easter. At
Highsted we consider this an historic event and
students that have been fortunate to have had an
audience with him were delighted to present questions
on matters concerning faith and society. The event,
hosted at Borden Grammar, was a terrific success and
the Archbishop certainly left a great impression on the
youth in this community.
Reflecting on matters relating to the wider community,
the Music Department hosted a superb guitar day last
week for students across Sittingbourne. Sponsored by
the Sittingbourne Music Society, Manus Noble,
renowned classical guitarist, worked with 35 students
from across 5 schools to showcase his talents as an
accomplished musician. The day was hugely inspiring
for both staff and students and was concluded by an
invitation to students to attend and perform in his
evening concert! I would like to thank Miss Arden and
Miss Treanor for their work in ensuring this opportunity
was so successful.
Miss Appleton continues to be busy championing
outreach activities with our feeder primary schools. As
part of a new series of weekend enrichment mornings,
the Science Department hosted a ‘Mad Science
Saturday’ event in February for Year 6 students. Such
activities really are aimed at motivating young girls and
boys in our community to get switched on to Science.
Our thanks extend to Mr Stanley, Mrs Waller and Miss
Appleton for this innovative and important experience.
We look forward to our next transition to secondary
school activity which is themed ‘Highsted goes out of
Africa’.
In February, the school were thrilled to learn that it was
listed in the top 100 state schools in England, based on
our 2015 A-Level results. The league table published in
nd
the Daily Telegraph positions Highsted in 92 place
with an average score per student of 1017.6.
Undoubtedly, this is an exceptional accolade,
particularly as we are the only secondary school in
Swale to have been placed in this measure based on
the summer 2015 results. To all students, your teachers
and I are proud of your success!
In addition to this success I am pleased to announce
that Highsted has been invited to join the Leading Edge
network of schools for 2015-2016. This is a significant
achievement for the school as the network currently has

under 300 member-schools from around 3,400 state
secondary schools nationwide.
The membership criteria is:
• Excellent rates of progress KS2-4
• Performance that exceeds the national
average for schools in a similar context
• Outstanding performance measures at KS5
• Capacity and willingness to network with other
Leading Edge schools and showcase best
practice.
We are pleased to be part of this programme as the
purpose of Leading Edge is to support highperforming schools in sharing best practice and
working collaboratively.
Once again the school were pleased to commence
another exchange visit with our partner school in
Erlangen, Germany and I hope you enjoy reading
about the truly rich experience that our girls received
from their host families. We look forward to welcoming
our German exchange partners to Highsted in July.
Thank you to Mr Johnson, Miss Kelly, Miss Calver and
Mrs Watson for supporting this important opportunity
for our girls.
Since January, the School has welcomed new staff to
post, some of you will already have met our new
Learning Mentors at our recent parental consultation
meetings; we welcome Miss Demarzo as Learning
Mentor for KS3, Mrs Burton as Learning Mentor for
KS4 (maternity cover for Miss Davies) and Miss
Brown Learning Mentor for KS5. After the Easter
break we look forward to Mrs Benee (LRC Manager)
and Mr Ratcliffe (Site Team) joining the school.
Further staffing updates include the departure of Dr
De Cillis whom has been replaced by Mr Ashby until
the end of the academic year and Ms Smyth will be
leaving Highsted at the end of April. After Easter,
parents and students should direct all matters relating
to the Sixth Form to Mr D Quinn.
I hope that you enjoy reading about the many
additional activities that our students are involved in
as I repeatedly share with you, I am so very proud of
your daughters (and sons in the sixth form) – they
really are a credit to their families and I thank you for
your continued support of their endeavours within
school.
Finally, I wish you and your family a super Easter.
Please do remember that the school will be back in
session on Monday 11 April 2016.
All good wishes
ANNE KELLY

Headteacher

Year 7 Pantomime - Dick Whittington

STEM challenges for budding scientists

On 17 December, Year 7 enjoyed an unusual
pantomime experience in Dartford: Dick Whittington at
the
Orchard
Theatre.
The
pantomime trip is
an annual event
for Year 7, though
normally
the
venue
is
the
Marlowe Theatre
in
Canterbury.
Our
visit,
therefore, was a new experience and a new
place. There were around 120 of us altogether, and we
all needed to be seated on the highest balcony of the
theatre: a logistical problem in itself! However, once we
were in our seats we settled in to enjoy the show.

Excited Year 7 students at Highsted Grammar School
had the opportunity on 26 January to take part in a
series of enrichment and enhancement activities run
by STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and
Maths) Ambassadors from Canterbury Christ Church
University. The sessions - designed to encourage
students in their pursuit of STEM subjects - included a
Sherlock Holmes-style murder mystery, an egg drop
challenge and a treasure hunt!

Dick Whittington is set around the time of the plague,
when medieval London had a massive rat problem. The
rats roamed the city in their thousands and spread
disease. Dick Whittington’s role in the pantomime was
to sort out the dilemma in return for food and a place to
stay; however, King Rat wouldn’t let victory be so easy.
He tried to stop the plan from succeeding by either
framing Dick for stealing when actually he did it, or
setting the mighty Kraken to sink the ship of Dick and
his companions. But the
spirit of London was
always there to save
them, from proving Dick
innocent to setting a
floating spell to protect
them from drowning. In
the end, in the palace of
Morocco, the evil villain
was finally defeated in a
duel with Dick, and the
rats left London.
But it wasn’t just the basic story. As it was a
pantomime, there were jokes, magic tricks, songs and
even a 3D clip. The magic tricks were amazing as the
magician made doves appear out of paper, scarves and
other objects, and the 3D made us scream in fright as
undersea nightmares became reality. My favourite joke
was the section when Dick Whittington – played by
Shane Richie from the BBC soap opera Eastenders –
referred to the names of Eastenders characters in the
script, showing their faces so we would understand the
joke.
At half time, we enjoyed the delights of vanilla ice
cream, popcorn and candyfloss. Once the pantomime
had finished, there was an excited buzz in the
atmosphere. Everyone had thoroughly enjoyed
themselves and all were sad it had ended. Emily G
said: “I loved everything about the trip. The 3D part was
my favourite as it was unique and made the experience
even better. ”
Thank you to all the teachers who organized this
excellent trip and I hope next year’s Year 7 students
experience the same feeling of joy on their trip.
By Freya J, Year 7 Media Leader

Shreya J said: I enjoyed the Ambassador challenge a
lot as it was very realistic. Our group did a Sherlock
Holmes activity in which we had to solve a “murder”
case of a victim called Victoria. It was very engaging
and intriguing. The Ambassadors were dressed as
characters from Sherlock Holmes stories.”
She
added: “Where the victim had died there was blood
spattered across sheets of white fabric. It was gory
and gruesome but fun. The angle at which the blood
spattered told us how the murder took place. There
was a footprint detected and we analysed the soil to
see what part of the country the murderer came from.”
Ismay
T
participated
in the egg
drop
challenge.
She said:
“My
favourite
was
the
“new
Olympic
sport” – the
egg drop.
We had to drop an egg from the ceiling and had to
slow its progress and prevent it from cracking using
only the objects we were given. Our egg – named
“Eggward” – survived. We worked well as a team and
enjoyed it lots!” Charlotte B, who took part in activities
based on a Snow White theme, added: “The tasks
were fun and challenging as you had to use your brain
a lot. They focused on maths skills, common sense
and loads of thinking.”
Assistant Headteacher Sarah Appleton, who
organised the event, commented: “It was great to see
the students involved in hands-on themed activities,
with the Ambassadors dressed as characters!”

Musical Events
This term has been another busy one for all those
involved in the music department. We have begun the
rehearsals for this year’s school musical, The Sound of
Music, as well as two concerts, a guitar workshop day,
and a music and arts based assembly.
The annual over 55’s concert
took place on the 8 March, with a
record attendance from the local
over 55’s club. Along with tea
and cake, the audience were
treated to performances from
Wind Band, Samba Band,
Recorder Ensemble and our two Choirs, as well as
performances of students’ own compositions.
On Friday 18 March, renowned classical guitarist a
soloist Manus Noble conducted a guitar workshop day
hosted by Highsted and attended by 35 students from
across 5 local schools. The day was fun for all involved
and
included
classical
guitar
techniques, rock guitar techniques
and even percussive guitar playing.
The students were kindly invited by
Manus to attend and play in his
evening
concert
with
the
Sittingbourne Music Society, which
was a great success. We would like
to thank the Sittingbourne Music
Society for providing this opportunity
as
part
of
their
outreach
programme.
Our Spring concert was on Wednesday 23 March and
included performances from the Highsted Orchestra,
Wind Band and Choirs, as well as small ensembles.
The concert had a particular focus on celebrating
student compositions, with the Folk Band and the
Recorder Ensemble performing compositions by Katie
D, Mai T and Isabelle J, as well as the concert featuring
a violin duet ‘Zoro’s Dance’ by Elena J and a social and
political song composition by students from Year 9 on
the theme of Racism.
The music department, and in particular the Highsted
Orchestra, are now looking forward to The Sound of
Music at the end of June this year.
Exploring Erlangen!
On 8 March
2016, nigh on
five
months
after originally
signing up for
the German
Exchange
2016,
thirty
very excited Year 9 and 10 girls, embarked on their
German adventure. For some, this was the first time
they had been away from their family for such an
extended period of time, and certainly for most, in
another country without their parents! Mr Johnson,
Miss Kelly, Miss Calver and Mrs Watson bravely

accepted the challenge of taking such eager and
enthusiastic German students abroad.
After a somewhat interesting journey involving
tremendously overweight suitcases, plane sickness
and students nearly eating their entire body weight in
snacks and sweets, we arrived in Germany where we
sent students off to spend their first night with their
families. Students excitedly reported that they dived
right into German culture by eating pretzels,
sausages, drinking sparkling water and watching
Germany’s Next Top Model – in German, no less!
In order to build and cement relationships with their
exchange partners, we organised for students to go
on a trip to Freilandsmuseum Badwindsheim on the
first day. This outdoor museum recreates traditional
German life from the seventeeth century. Here,
students, along with their partners, tried their hand at
making butter the old-fashioned way, milking model
cows, and they saw how animals were used in former
times.
On the second day, half of our students remained at
our partner school to experience German lessons
including English, ancient Greek and Biology. The
other half went to Staedtler, the world-renowned
stationery manufacturer where we saw pens and
pencils being made, and to Mr Johnson’s delight,
received numerous free samples! We then finished
the day off with a spot of bowling!
On the Friday, as a group, we travelled to Nuremberg
where we received a guided tour of the castle
grounds, and had some free-time to explore the
surroundings.
We then had a visit to the
Dokuzentrum where we saw first-hand the Nazi rally
grounds, and saw a ‘Fascination and Terror’ exhibition
concerned with the causes, connections and
consequences of Nazi Germany. In the evening, our
Highsted girls attended the School’s masked ball
where we danced the night away!
Over the weekend, students remained with the family,
and in some cases were treated to some excellent
trips to rock-climbing centres, swimming pools, and
visits to cities such as Munich, Nuremberg and
beyond!
On the Monday, we took a train to Bamberg, where
we were treated to a guided tour of the town, and had
free time for some more last-minute purchases.
Afterwards, we travelled back to school for the ‘final
farewell’ for which the German partner school had
prepared an afternoon tea.
Host families, and
students alike, took time to bake and bring in
traditional German cakes and bakes to round off what
was an enjoyable stay in Germany.
Mr Johnson, Miss Kelly, Miss Calver and Mrs Watson,
having supervised students very carefully over the
course of the week, took the opportunity to award
students with prizes on the coach journey back to
Highsted, much to our girls’ enjoyment! Awards
included trendiest sunglasses purchase, most
overweight suitcase and being the second generation
in the family to participate in Highsted’s long-standing
Exchange.

Highsted’s Big-League Success
It was a pleasure to have seen girls grow in confidence
so much whilst abroad, and I would especially like to
thank my colleagues, Miss Kelly, Miss Calver and Mrs
Watson for the commitment and dedication they put in
over the whole week, giving our girls an unforgettable
stay in Germany. We very much are looking forward to
welcoming our German exchange partners to Highsted
in July!
Meddling with the magic of science
Thirty excited Year 6 primary
school
children
from
Sittingbourne schools were
treated on Saturday to a
dazzling display of colour and
fire as they were introduced to
some of the wonders of science at Highsted Grammar
School. The budding scientists watched with bated
breath as science teacher Michael Stanley showed
them how to turn carbon dioxide from its solid form (dry
ice) at minus 79 degrees Celsius to gas, creating in the
process a mist as the air freezes,
and how to create fire from the
spontaneous
reaction
of
permanganate and glycerol. They
then had an opportunity to shape
up their own scientific skills in a
series of workshops, where
they measured cockroaches
at
different
stages
of
development, examined onion
cells and micro-organisms in
pond
water
through
a
microscope, made circuits and
experimented with carbon dioxide, changing it from one
form to the other.
Highsted student Danielle H commented: “My table
was where you measured cockroaches. This meant
that some of the children were scared but I helped
them. It was hard to get them to
understand what a line graph is but
it worked. I had a lot of fun.”
Fellow Year 7 student Ayo A added:
“The
children
were
really
enthusiastic and especially liked
hearing the buzzer on the circuit
station.”
At the end of the session the children were awarded
special Mad Science Saturday
badges and enthused about the
aspects they had particularly
enjoyed, ranging from “the
chemistry demonstration where
we saw the froth and saw how
acidic things were” to “making
carbon dioxide foam” and “the chemical tubes because
they were cool!”

Highsted Grammar School has been revealed to be
one of the top 100 schools in England based on Alevel results for the summer of 2015. The league
table published in the Daily Telegraph draws on
figures provided by the Department for Education
nd
(DfE), and shows Highsted to be in 92 position, with
an average points score per student of 1017.6
(compared to 1419.1 for the top-scoring school,
Colyton Grammar School) - the equivalent of three A*
grades - and an average point score per exam of
222.1 (compared to 253.6 for Colyton).
An impressive
fifteen per cent
of
Highsted
students
obtained
two
facilitating
subjects – those
preferred (often
required)
for
entry to an elite
Russell Group university. Among the school’s topscoring students were Holly Chapman and Elly
Goodwin, who achieved A* grades in each of three
subjects, and Bobbi Sleafer-Nunes and Summer
White, who attained A* in two subjects.
Anne Kelly, Headteacher, delighted with the
acknowledgement stated: ‘This is an excellent
recognition of the A-level performance of our students.
As the only secondary school in Swale to have been
positioned in the top 100 secondary schools based on
their A-level results, I am proud of their success and
the strong support they have received from their

teachers and parents to secure this exceptional
achievement.’
The students returned to Highsted in December to
celebrate their success at a special awards ceremony,
where they were presented with their certificates by
trainee barrister Christabel McCooey.
Former
Highsted student Christabel, who gained five A grades
at A-level in 2008, went on to study law at Bristol
University and is now training at Goldsmith barristers’
chambers at the Temple in central London.
Maths Inspiration Trip
Many of our sixth form maths students enjoyed a trip
to the New Marlowe Theatre on Friday 11 March
2016. The show involved listening to four inspirational
mathematics speakers, presenting mathematics
in
the context of exciting real world situations.
Lies, Damned Lies and Newspapers - Emily
Grossman. Dr Emily Grossman illustrated examples

from her own experience as a science broadcaster. Dr
Emily Grossman has a degree in Natural Sciences, a
diploma in Musical Theatre and a PhD in Molecular
Biology. She teaches maths and science and explains
science on a range of TV and radio programmes.
Yeah, But Is It Significant? - Jennifer Rogers
Jennifer discusses how much evidence you need
before you can say that what you see is
significant? She is a research fellow in the Department
of Statistics at the University of Oxford. She has
appeared as an expert statistician in the TV
programmes Long Live Britain and Mystery Map - in
which she calculated the chance of dying from
spontaneous human combustion!
The Sacred Geometry of Chance – Ben Sparks. In his
Nineties song Shape of My Heart, Sting sang about a
gambler finding beauty in the “hidden laws” of
probability that govern poker. Mathematician and
musician Ben Sparks deals the cards to investigate,
and uncovers some surprising hidden laws .

who was able to answer all our questions, with the
help of Miss Cutler and Mrs Faik.
Overall the trip was really educational, but it was also
an extremely enjoyable week for us all. It taught us a
great deal ready for our exam, but has also created
lots of memories that we can look back on together as
a group.
By Lucy E – Year 12
Sporting success!
A big well done to the U13 and U12 netball teams who
competed in the Kent Schools Netball Tournament
this term. The standard at this event is very high with
teams attending from all over Kent. This was the first
competition that both teams have attended but all the
students were motivated to improve and play at their
best. Especially well done to the U12 team who won 3
games and closely competed against the experienced
teams in our group - finishing 5th out of 9 teams.

Flatford Mill
For our Geography AS field trip, we went to Flatford Mill
in Suffolk on Wednesday 27 January until Sunday 31
January, where we undertook lots of research and data
collection. It was a really fun experience as we were
given the chance to share a room with our friends for
the week, and every day we went around to new towns
in our groups. We completed tasks such as pedestrian
counts and we also took lots of questionnaires from
local residents.

The U12 football team are through the 3rd round of
the English Schools Cup. This is a National
competition so the girls have played against some
tough teams and have done brilliantly to get this far.
Their next game is against Brentwood Convent High
School in Chelmsford.

Collecting Pupils from School…

On the Saturday, we went to one of the beaches and
took part in different field work, like measuring the
beach and looking at pebble sizes – although it was a
really cold and windy day, it was a really fun few hours
which we gained a lot from!
When we finished each day, we would go back to our
class room to talk about our findings and then in the
evenings, our teachers would hold different activities
and come round to see how our day was. Miss Cutler
held different fitness sessions for us to take part in after
dinner, and many of us went along to these sessions as
they were a really fun way to spend time relaxing in the
evening! We were taught each day by our tutor, Luke,

Could we please remind you that you are not allowed to
park in the school grounds at any time, regardless of
circumstances, to collect pupils. We have limited car
parking spaces and it becomes a danger to students
when they are leaving the site.
The car park is for staff use only.
Please also show consideration to local residents when
parking in Highsted Road. We have had complaints
from residents about their driveways being blocked by
parked cars and cars parked in a dangerous manner with
regards to junctions and safe crossing places.
Highsted Road remains a congested place at the end of
the school day, due to the high volume of traffic at this
time. Could parents and students be reminded of the
need to demonstrate extra caution with regards to road
safety when leaving the site.
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